Google Scholar

What is Google Scholar?
Google Scholar is a subset of Google Web Search that specifically searches for scholarly literature, including articles, papers, theses, books and reports.

Does Himmelfarb offer a link to Google Scholar?
Yes, Google Scholar is available on the E-Databases/MEDLINE page. While on-campus or using the VPN for off-campus access, full-text links will automatically appear in your search. These links connect you to full-text electronic journals provided by Himmelfarb Library.

What are the advantages to using Google Scholar?
A Google Scholar search uses natural language. Your search is interdisciplinary, retrieving broad results. Each citation retrieved includes a “Cited by” reference which links to other articles that have used the retrieved article in its references.

What are the disadvantages to using Google Scholar?
The retrieval is organized by relevancy ranking rather than reverse chronology; older results may appear first. Citations do not import into any bibliographic software.

How does Google Scholar differ from MEDLINE?
MEDLINE citations are part of Google Scholar. Google Scholar also searches scholarly literature not found in MEDLINE such as journals not indexed in MEDLINE, theses, books and reports.

What is the best way to search Google Scholar?
Google Scholar can be searched using natural language, just as you would use in any Google Web Search. Since MEDLINE citations are included, consider using the scientific terms you would use in MEDLINE (ex. myocardial infarction instead of heart attack).

Google Scholar’s Advanced Scholar Search feature will allow you to narrow your searches to the most relevant literature. Author, publication, title word and date range searches are part of the Advanced Scholar Search feature. For further information click Scholar Help.
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What should I do if I am asked to pay for full text?
Google Scholar links to versions of papers and articles on publisher websites. If a publisher does not recognize GWU as a subscriber, these sites will ask you to buy a subscription or pay for article access. Don’t pay commercial prices for articles! Check Himmelfarb Library’s E-Journals page at http://www.gwumc.edu/library/eresources/ejournal.cfm for access options.

What should I do if full-text is not available?
If Himmelfarb Library does not have full-text or print access to a journal, interlibrary loan is often a less costly alternative to paying high publisher prices. Through interlibrary loan, Himmelfarb Library will locate and acquire the article for you for a standard fee. Use Documents2Go at https://eleanor.gwumc.gwu.edu/illiad/illiad.dll to place a request.

What subject areas does Google Scholar cover?
While Google Scholar is an interdisciplinary resource, its search capabilities and content are strongest in science and technology with new material being added in the social sciences and humanities. The Advanced Scholar Search page lists the categories of information currently available.

Can I trust the resources listed in my search?
As with any Internet resource, it is important to carefully assess each citation for its appropriateness and relevance to your search. Not all of the Google Scholar results can be considered “scholarly” in nature. Scholarly articles can be defined as those articles published in peer-reviewed journals and written by researchers, scholars or practitioners for others in their fields.

How should I interpret a citation retrieved on Google Scholar?

1. **Title** – Links to article abstract, or if available on the web, the complete article.
2. **Cited By** – Identifies other papers that have cited the listed paper.
3. **Library Links** – Links to FindIt@GWU Libraries. Links appear automatically if you're on campus or using the VPN from home.
4. **Alternate Version** – Other versions of the article, possibly preliminary, which you may be able to access. Examples include preprints, abstracts, conference papers or other adaptations.
5. **Web Search** – Search for information about this paper on Google.

**What should I do if the results of my search don’t provide what I need?**

Himmelfarb offers access to many article databases. Check with the Reference Desk to determine the most appropriate database for your research; the Reference Desk can be reached at 202-994-2850 or library@gwumc.edu

**Does Google Scholar work with bibliographic management software?**

Google Scholar does not work with bibliographic software like RefWorks or Endnote.

**How can I get more help?**

Search assistance is available at the Reference Desk. Stop at the desk, call 202-994-2853 or email library@gwumc.edu.
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